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Abstract: This study investigates the effects of continuous and in-steps mechanical alloying of a
bismuth antimony telluride powder mixture (Bi0.4Sb1.6Te3.0) via the mechanical planetary ball milling
(PBM) process as a function of milling time and powder mixture amount. X-ray diffraction (XRD)
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were used to characterize the phase, composition, and
morphology of the alloy. The alloyed powder with the optimum PBM conditions was then hot
pressed (HP), and its thermoelectric properties were further investigated. The results on the alloying
of the powder mixture showed that due to the high agglomeration tendency of BST during the PBM
process, a significant deviation occurs in the development of a single-phase state over time when the
powder mixture is milled continuously and in-steps. ’In-steps’ refers to the procedure of interrupting
the PBM process and detaching the agglomerated powder adhering to the inner walls of the vessel.
This task was repeated every hour and a half of the PBM process for a total of 12 h, and the results
were compared with those of the 12 h continuous PBM process of the same mixture. In addition, the
procedure was repeated with different amounts of mixture (100 g and 150 g) to determine the most
efficient method of producing the material as a function of time. As for the thermoelectric profile of
the powder, the data showed results in direct agreement with those in the literature.

Keywords: mechanical alloying; planetary ball milling; bismuth antimony telluride; thermoelectric
materials

1. Introduction

Over the last two decades, there has been an increasing trend in the study and devel-
opment of thermoelectric (TE) alloys from submicron- and nano-powders, necessitating
the incorporation of mechanical alloying (MA) processes in the field of TE materials. How-
ever, the race to create fine and ultra-fine TE material powders using MA started a little
earlier [1–4]. In general, the MA process is based on the repetitive process of cold welding
and fracturing of powder particles with the rotational kinetic energy of the grinding balls
[5]. It is a high-energy process capable of producing alloys that would be impossible to
create otherwise, with a typical example being the aluminum–tantalum alloy (Al-Ta), for
which the melting method for the alloy’s formation becomes restrictive due to the large
difference in the melting points of its individual elements (Aluminum at 933 K, Tantalum
at 3293 K) [6].

One of the most commonly used MA methods is that of the planetary ball milling
(PBM) process [7–11], and it has significant advantages over other conventional methods
(mixer mills, stirred mills, etc.). It is effective for wet and dry grinding processes due
to the high mechanical stresses reached during the operation, and submicron and nano-
sized particles can be achieved with the proper milling balls and milling conditions. The
operating principle of this method is based on the rotation of the grinding containers around
the common axis of rotation of the main disk (also known as the sun-disk), as well as the
vertical axis of rotation of the containers themselves. In this manner, the kinetic energy of
the grinding containers, due to rotation and self-rotation, is greatly increased, resulting in
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high impact energies of the milling balls inside, which in turn crash any powder particles
trapped on their surface in between collisions [12–15]. The PBM process is most effective
when the milling conditions, such as rotational speed, milling time, ball-to-material ratio,
number, size, and material of the grinding balls, are first evaluated [16,17]. In particular,
the material of the milling balls should be chosen based on the reactions that occur during
the milling process in order to avoid any side effects that could contaminate or change the
structure of the grinding mixture. The materials from which grinding balls are usually
made of are tungsten carbide (WC), corundum (Al2O3), stainless steel (SS), zirconia (ZrO2),
and agate (SiO2) [18–22].

As previously stated, the introduction of MA in the world of TE materials accelerated
the development of new thermoelectric alloys with higher efficiencies and wider tempera-
ture ranges [23,24]. The current state of TE materials shows conversion efficiencies ranging
from 5% to 20%, a percentage range that can be improved further using suitable methods of
alloying, doping, and nanostructuring. The efficiency of a TE material is projected through
the dimensionless thermoelectric figure of merit, ZT, which is directly related to the physi-
cal properties of the material and is calculated from the relationship ZT = S2 ∗ σ/κ, where
S is the Seebeck coefficient, σ the electrical conductivity, and κ the thermal conductivity.
In the case of an ideal TE material (high Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity,
low thermal conductivity), the ZT value should be greater than one in order for it to have
an efficiency greater than 10% [25–29]. One of the the most widely studied and commer-
cialized TE alloys are those of bismuth telluride due to their excellent performance in the
temperature range [250 K–400 K] [30–37]. These alloys are easily prepared as fine powders
by MA, and their thermoelectric properties are acquired through mechanical and thermal
treatments [38,39].

The current study looks into the manufacturing process of a specific bismuth telluride
TE alloy, that of Bi0.4Sb1.6Te3.0, in two distinct but related ways. This particular p-type alloy
possess superior TE performance around room temperature [37], making it a frequently
researched and used bismuth telluride alloy. Although the methods used are presented
only for the production of the specific material, they can be applied to the general group of
TE materials that tend to agglomerate during the alloying process using the MA methods.
From an innovation standpoint, this work demonstrates manufacturing techniques that can
process materials faster and more efficiently, using less time and energy while producing
larger quantities. For example, with the ongoing research in additive manufacturing and
3D printing of TE materials [40–42], the need for cost-effective and efficient methods to
produce TE powder materials in large quantities becomes critical.

2. Experimental Procedures

As starting materials, elemental powders of Bi (99.99% metal basis, −200 mesh), Sb
(99.5% metal basis, −200 mesh), and Te (99.5% metal basis, −200 mesh) were used and
weighed according to the desired stoichiometry. To avoid oxidation phenomena and
to protect the user against the toxicity of the materials, the whole procedure (weighing
process, powder loading, and unloading) was carried out in a glovebox containing argon.
The powder mixture with the correct composition was then loaded into a 250 mL tungsten
carbide (WC) vial along with 110 WC milling balls with a diameter of d = 10 mm and milled
in an argon atmosphere using the FRITSCH planetary mono mill Pulverisette 6 classic
line. All experiments were performed under the same PBM conditions: milling speed at
400 rpm, 10 min of milling time per repetition, and 5 min of pause time per repetition. The
reverse mode was always ON during the milling process, as it favors the alloying process
of dry materials and improves the homogeneity of the mixture. As the PBM process in this
study was performed for two different amounts of material mixture, the ball-to-material
ratio varied in each test. In particular, the ratio was 8.6:1 for the 100 g of powder mixture
(BST-100) and 5.7:1 for the 150 g of powder mixture (BST-150).

The X-ray diffraction patterns of the powder were acquired using a Rigaku MiniFlex
diffractometer, and the structural and phase characteristics were analyzed using the X-Pert
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highscore plus software program. All X-ray diffraction graphs were taken in the angular
range of 10–60 degrees, angular step of 0.02 degree, and scan speed of 1 degree per minute.
The acceleration voltage was set to 30 kV and the beam current to 15 mA, resulting in
Cu-Ka radiation (k = 1.5406 Å). The chemical composition (EDX) and morphology (SEM) of
the powder was examined with the use of TESCAN VEGA-II Model LSH scanning electron
microscopy, and the EDX analysis was carried out under identical conditions (magnification,
live time, dead time, takeoff angle, etc.) for different regions of the powder sample.

To investigate the thermoelectric properties of the alloy powder under optimal milling
time and amount conditions, a small portion of it was HP inside a cylindrical graphite
matrix, using a Thermal Technology Graphite Hot Press (Model HP20-4560), to form a
10 mm diameter and 2.5 mm thick disk pellet. The HP conditions were optimal and were
based on our previous work [34]. Specifically, the alloy powder was HP for 1 h at the
temperature of 420 ◦C under a mechanical press of 80 MPa (pressure equivalent to 640 kg).
The temperature ramp rate was set to 10 ◦C/min, and the pressing ramp rate was set
to 16 kg/min. The average density of the HP sample was ρsample = 6.022 g/cm3 when
measured using the Archimedes method in ethanol, which is greater than 90% of the bulk
material (ρbulk = 6.564 g/cm3 as measured experimentally). The thermoelectric evaluation
of the HP sample was performed in the temperature range [300 K–500 K] using a Netzsch
LFA 457 laser flash apparatus (thermal properties) and a ZEM-3 series ULVAC-Riko system
(electrical properties).

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns versus time of the BST-150 powder
mixture PBMed in-steps. The time step here was 1.5 h, for a total of 12 h, and in between
steps, the milling container was removed from the milling machine and placed inside an
argon-filled glovebox, where the agglomerated powder was extracted, milled with agate
mortar, sieved, and then added back to the PBM process (Figure 2). The agate mortar
grinding and sieving sub-process was repeated until no powder was left on the sieving
basket and all agglomerated powder particles were thoroughly ground. The vertical axis of
the intensities is linearly scaled. The alloying process of the elements is clearly visible from
the behavior of the BST’s base peak (015) (shown in the JCPDS plot). As the milling time
increases, the multi-phase material degrades into a single-phase material.

Figure 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of the BST-150 mixture versus time for each step of the PBM process.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2. Agglomerated powder (a) before and (b) after agate grinding and sieving; (c) milling
process diagram for the two distinct methods.

The red dashed line represents the tellurium (Te) powder characteristic peak (Figure 3),
which was observed to have the lowest damping rate during the milling steps, indicating
tellurium’s difficulty in participating in the alloying process. This can be attributed to
the higher diffusion rate that tellurium has compared to the other two elements within
the agglomerated powder as a result of its entrapment there, without participating in the
alloying process at the same rate. At this point, it should be noted that the mechanical
ball milling method alloys two or more materials during the collision of the milling balls
with each other or with the walls of the milling container. The kinetic energy of the balls is
converted into heat at the point of impact, instantly welding together the powder particles
present. Thus, in cases where the grinding powder has a tendency to agglomerate on
the base of the milling container, it traps a large percentage of the individual chemical
elements, which can no longer participate in the alloying process because they never come
into contact with the milling balls.

Figure 3 presents the X-ray diffraction pattern of the BST-150 powder mixture PBMed
for 24 h in-steps, as well as the X-ray diffraction patterns of its individual elemental powders
and the JCPDS diagram. According to the 24 h X-ray diffraction pattern, the characteristic
tellurium peak appears to have completely faded, compared to the 12 h plot (Figure 1), and
is now at the noise level. This signifies that the concentration of the elemental tellurium
in the mixture has decreased significantly, with the majority of it now alloyed with the
other elements.

Figure 4 shows the X-ray diffraction pattern of the BST-150 powder mixture for the two
different PBM methods, continuous and in-steps, and clearly demonstrates the entrapment
mechanism of the individual chemical elements in the agglomerated powder described
above. The upper X-ray diffraction pattern shows the PBM process with steps for a total
milling time of 3 h; the middle shows the continuous PBM process for a total milling time of
12 h; and the bottom shows the PBM process with steps for a total milling time of 12 h. The
main characteristic peak (015) of the BST in the first two plots indicates that the mixture is
still elemental and multiphase, and by comparing them, it is possible to conclude that after
3 h of continuous PBM, the mixture inside the vial has already agglomerated, significantly
reducing the alloying process. Furthermore, when comparing the 12 h plots, it is clear
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that the alloying process is much more effective when the milling process is carried out
in-steps. However, as previously discussed, the single-phase state for the BST-150 mixture
occurs after 24 h of the PBM process in-steps because the characteristic of the tellurium
peak (shown with the dashed line) fades completely at that point.

Figure 3. X-ray diffraction pattern of the BST-150 mixture milled in-steps for 24 h, along with the
corresponding JCPDS diagram. For comparison, X-ray diffraction patterns of the individual elemental
powders are also shown.

Figure 4. Comparison X-ray diffraction patterns for the BST-150 powder.

The procedures for the BST-100 powder mixture were the same as those for the BST-150.
The X-ray diffraction patterns versus time of the BST-100 powder mixture PBMed in-steps
and the X-ray diffraction pattern of the same mixture PBMed for 12 h in-steps, along with
the X-ray diffraction patterns of its individual elemental powders and the JCPDS diagram,
are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. For convenience, the X-ray diffraction patterns
in Figure 6 are presented every 3 h. The alloying process is faster in the case of the BST-100
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powder mixture because of the larger ball-to-material ratio. In particular, when comparing
the 3 h of PBM for the BST-150 and BST-100 powder mixtures, the main characteristic peak
of the BST appears to have reconstructed to a smooth peak for the latter. Additionally,
in the case of the 12 h PBM, the characteristic peak of the tellurium powder has faded
completely for the BST-100 powder mixture, compared to the BST-150 where the same peak
fades within 24 h of PBM. Based on these comparison results, it is feasible to conclude that
reducing the powder mixture quantity by 50% (and thus increasing the ball-to-material
ratio) reduces the optimum milling time for the alloying process by a factor of two.

Figure 5. X-ray diffraction patterns of the BST-100 powder mixture versus time for each step of the
PBM process.

Figure 6. X-ray diffraction pattern of the BST-100 powder milled in-steps for 12 h, along with the
corresponding JCPDS diagram. For comparison, X-ray diffraction patterns of the individual elemental
powders are also shown.
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Shown in Figure 7 is the X-ray diffraction patterns of the BST-100 powder mixture
for the two different PBM processes. The upper X-ray diffraction pattern shows the PBM
process with steps for a total milling time of 3 h, the middle shows the continuous PBM
process for a total milling time of 12 h, and the bottom shows the PBM process with steps
for a total milling time of 12 h. When the bottom graph is compared to the middle one, it is
clear that the multiphase state is still strongly present in the mixture and comparable to the
first graph. This can also be seen in the shape of the BST’s base characteristic peak (015) in
the middle graph, which is depicted with a red circle in both the graph and the inset, as an
extra peak coming up on the side of the main peak.

Figure 7. Comparison of X-ray diffraction patterns for the BST-100 powder.

The chemical composition and powder morphology of the produced BST powder
with the optimum PBM conditions were determined using the SEM/EDS characterization
method. Figure 8 presents the results of the SEM/EDS analysis for the BST-100 powder
mixture, which was also the same for the BST-150 powder mixture. In terms of powder
morphology, Figure 8a shows the image from the secondary electron detector (SE), where
the majority of the particles appear to be smaller than 5 µm in size and have an irregular
shape and geometry. Figure 8b shows the image from the back-scattered electron detector
(BSE). The contrast of the image is uniformly spread here, implying no secondary phases in
the powder mixture and agreeing with the X-ray diffraction results presented above. Finally,
the chemical composition of the produced alloy can be seen qualitatively and quantitatively
from the energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis shown in Figure 8c. All three
elements are clearly present in the alloy, with their radiated energies and percent atomic
values listed in the inset. It should be noted at this point that this analysis was performed
on a large agglomerated particle of the alloy in order to avoid radiation from the carbon
tape substrate on which the powder was placed.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 8. Scanning electron microscopy images: (a) SE detector, (b) BSE detector, (c) EDS spectrum.

As previously stated in Section 2, a small portion of the produced BST powder was
hot pressed under optimal pressing and temperature conditions, yielding a cylindrical disk
pellet with a thickness of th = 2.5 mm and a diameter of d = 10 mm, the thermoelectric
properties of which are shown in Figure 9 along with the results of the studies [36,37]. All
measurements and calculations were performed in the temperature range of [300 K–500 K].
Starting with the property of thermal conductivity κ, as shown in Figure 9a, its values
vary within the range of [0.7–1.1] Wm−1K−1 and have an overall minimum value of
κmin = 0.73 Wm−1K−1 in the temperature range of [325 K–350 K], which is the lowest
when compared to the other two studies. Similarly, the Seebeck coefficient S (Figure 9b)
exhibits an overall maximum over the same temperature range, with its maximum value
at Smax = 260 µV K−1, followed by a steady rapid decline. In comparison to the other two
studies, the Seebeck coefficient in this work is higher within the temperature range of
[300 K–375 K]. The electrical conductivity σ, on the other hand (Figure 9c), has an overall
minimum of σmin = 2.52 × 104 S/m in the temperature range of [450 K–475 K], which results
from a steep decline and is the lowest value when compared to the other two studies. The
power factor of the sample is calculated by combining the values of the Seebeck coefficient
and electrical conductivity using the equation PF = S2σ, and as shown by the curve in
Figure 9d, there is a constant drop as a function of temperature with no maxima or minima,
which is consistent with the other two studies. Finally, the figure of merit ZT is shown in
Figure 9e and was calculated using the equation ZT = PF/κ. As can be seen from the curve,
a total maximum with a value of ZT = 1.02 appears at the temperature of T = 325 K, and
represents the thermoelectric material’s optimal performance temperature. In comparison
to the other two studies, the ZT appears to be very close to the curves as they move across
a zone as a whole.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 9. Thermoelectric properties of the produced BST powder compared to the literature (Jang
et al. [36] and Ioannou et al. [37]): (a) Thermal conductivity, (b) Seebeck coefficient, (c) Electrical
conductivity, (d) Power factor, and (e) Figure of merit.

4. Conclusions

The impact of both continuous and intermittent planetary ball milling on the alloying
of the bismuth antimony telluride (Bi0.4Sb1.6Te3.0) thermoelectric material is discussed
in the current work. Because of the mixture’s high agglomeration tendency, the results
revealed a significant difference in the alloying process in terms of milling time and powder
mixture quantity, when the powder mixture was PBMed in-steps versus continuously. The
term “in-steps” refers to the procedure in which the PBM process is interrupted and the
agglomerated powder adhering to the inner walls of the container is detached, ground
in an agate mortar, and sieved before the alloying process is resumed. In particular, the
results showed that PBMing the mixture continuously for more than 3 h has no effect on
the alloying process because most of the elemental compounds are already trapped inside
the agglomerated powder and do not participate in the alloying process. Additionally,
applying the same procedure for two different amounts of powder mixture (100 g and
150 g) showed that increasing the powder mixture amount by 50% w/w resulted in an
increase in the overall time needed to achieve the single-phase condition of the alloy by a
factor of 2. Concerning the thermoelectric properties of the produced powder, the results
revealed a very good thermoelectric profile, consistent with the literature, with the figure of
merit reaching a maximum value of Z = 1.02 at T = 325 K, demonstrating the effectiveness
of the presented technique to process materials faster and more efficiently, consuming less
time and energy while producing larger quantities.
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